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Alex Currin 
Staff Writer 

When Jenna Weeks, Editor in 
Chief of this newspaper, 
approached me in the auditorium 
much in the same way she had a 
thousand times before regarding 
the possibility of writing 
something for the Highlander, I 
admit that I initially met her with 
the kind of feigned apathy I've 
come to perfect. Four years at 
Seaholm will do that to a guy. 
However, she reminded me that 
this would be my last opportunity, 
lest I become a pretentious creep 
returning to high school post-
graduation to dazzle you all with 
my collegiate maturity and wit 
(think turtleneck and facial hair). 

As usual, she left the task of 
selecting a topic up to me. So, here 
lam. I find myself more and more 
often in this peculiar predicament 
— at an open microphone with 
nothing off the top of my head  

worth saying. I used to entertain 
the idea of starting a guerilla radio 
station until I realized that I lacked 
the eloquence or heftiness of 
message that would justify a 
project so time-intensive and 
legally perilous. Plus I had, like, 
musical.And stuff. Stemming from 
that desire to have my voice heard 
and my opinions in people's heads, 
I started a journal of sorts. Every 
time I thought of something that 
seemed neither false nor obvious 
about the past four years, I made a 
habit of jotting it down, usually in 
the margins of notes, never to be 
seen again. 

I suppose my hope was that I 
could compile clips of ideas in a 
cohesive manner and use these to 
impart some wisdom upon my 
senior class at graduation. But, 
apparently I'm not the speech-
giving type. I'm not in NHS, not 
particularly good looking or 
popular, and not capable of 
catching anything but a cold. So I  

will secede my speech opportunity, 
if not entirely of my own volition, 
to someone with a higher GPA, a 
more positive message, or clearer 
skin. Maybe all three. One can only 
hope. 

So here's my open mic, my 
blank canvas, and here's what I've 
got to say to the members of the 
class of 2006: 

People, when they talk about 
Birmingham _teenagers, often find 
themselves inevitably talking 
about "class". The affluence and 
excess of our fair district is 
undeniable. And contrary to what 
most people that know me would 
expect me to write next, I'm not 

going to focus on how that's a bad 
thing. Rather, that the education 
we've received from the 
Birmingham school district, both 
academic and otherwise, has been 
excellent. We've been given so 
much by living and studying here, 
and it would be absolutely 
criminal to let all that we've been  

given be wasted on ourselves. 
More often than not, by no merit 
or flaw of our own, we have been 
given more than our fair share and 
now it's our responsibility to put 
that to good use. I'm not saying sell 
all your jewelry and give it to the 
poor, but rather to recognize that 
we have the power to change the 
world. And I don't blow more 
than a few people who would say 
that the world doesn't need us to 
change it. 

We aren't fortunate enough to 
have been born into past 
generations, when it would have 
not only been possible but 
expected and encouraged for us to 
live for ourselves and for our 
families. The world we inherit 
when we leave high school, the real 

world, isn't going to allow us that 
way of life. It's no longer okay to 
live only for ourselves, or even for 
our (future) children. Class of 
2006, with all the advantages we've 
been given, it would be all too easy  

to slip into the comfortable shoes 
of our parents' comfortable 
lifestyles, but if I have one hope 
for my generation, and it's that we 
don't settle for comfort. 

The sky is falling. Oil is 
running out, and soon we'll either 
have to start using less or start 
fighting wars over it. China, the 
same country that suppresses their 
citizens' right to free speech, owns 
a third of the U.S. national debt. 
Iran probably has the bomb, and 
we're going to have to do 
something about that. Global 
warming is real, and we're already 
seeing the effects. 

The problems that we are 
about to face today are the biggest 
problems that the world has ever 
faced; there has never been a more 
exciting time to be alive. So 
whatever you do, class of 2006, 
don't be bored. We're the 
generation that gets to save the 
world; we're the ones we've been 
waiting for. 

Advanced Placement Obsession: 400 too many? 
Ashley Haglund 
News Editor 

To some, the first week in May is 
considered academic suicide. Around 400 
Advanced Placement (AP) Tests will be 
administered to Seaholm students this year, 
while next year that number will more than  
likely rise as Seaholm follows suit with the 
rest of the nation in the growing AP 
obsession. 

More and more students are feeling the 
increasing pressure to take the alluring 
exams that can offer college credit to those 
that do well, as well as serve as a sparkling 
addition to their academic transcript. But 
there is much beneath the program's silver 
lining. The rigor of the college-level classes 
combined with the demanding and stress-
filled exams leave students nearly comatose 
by the end of the year. TIT increasing national 
and local pressures to sign up for the tests 
add even more weight to students' already 
over-burdened shoulders. 

"I decided not to take the AP test 
because I felt that taking on an AP [exam] 
single handedly versus taking an AP class 
for prep was way more than I could handle," 
comments sophomore Celia Bigelow on her 
experience of trying to prepare to take the 
AP Language and Composition exam 
without taking the endorsed class. Bigelow 
is one of many that have been bitten by the 
AP -bug, feeling that she needs to take at 
least one AP before the expiration of her 
high school career. 

Students see those two letters in front 
of the course name and begin to see the 
possibilities that the dass can offer: college 
credit to exempt them from paying for a 
course at a university price, and impressing 
colleges by their academic excellence. But 
things don't always play out the way they  

may seem to; the stress from the dasses may 
be too much for some. 

The intensity can be enervating, and it's 
reported that some of the students tatting 
an AP course never end up taking the test. 
Some seniors simply decide to opt out of 
the test thinking that the class shows up as 
Advanced Placement on their transcript and 
colleges would have already either accepted 
or rejected them, making their scores on 
the test inconsequential. 

Even some juniors and sophomores 
have decided to back out of taking the test 
because the stress is too unbearable or they 
feel intimidated and choose to avoid the 
anxiety sophomore Elisa Nolte is 
undergoing; "each night slitting my wrists 
with the pages of my AP American History 
book becomes an increasingly enticing 
option." Nolte, currently in Mr. Passarelli's 
Advanced Placement United States History 
class, is undergoing the stress of her firstAP 
exam  

Nolte is taking on a light load compared 
to some juniors and seniors who are taking 
anywhere from two to five AP exams the 
first week of the month. Last year, out of the 
392 tests administered to Seaholm students, 
only 231 students took them, a ratio of 1.7 
tests per student. 

Those numbers are predicted to rise` 
this year and sortle teachers and 
administrators couldn't be happier. 

"I think it's good for the program; kids 
should have the opportunity regardless of 
whether they do well or not [in previous 
classes]," said Mrs. Linda Wichers who 
teaches the AP Biology at Seaholm and is 
also a reader of the test for the College 
Board, the company that creates the exams. 
Wichers stresses the importance of making 
the tests and classes accessible to more 
students, but does warn that the obsession  

has its limits, and for those students who 
aren't serious, APs can pose problems. 

Like Wichers, President Bush shares a 
similar position on the same platform. At 
this year's State of the Union Address, Bush 
fueled the AP obsession by pledging an extra 
$90 billion in the budget under the No Child 
Left Behind Act. His goal is to quadruple 
the number of students taking an AP math 
and science test to 1.5 million by 2012. 
Critics of the plan don't think it's possible 
due to extra costs for qualified teachers and 
the $82 dollar cost per exam that most 
students have to pay out of pocket. 

Critics also see the increase in student 
sign up for the Advanced Placement 
program as detrimental, when students as 
young as 15 are being asked to take a college 
level course. Proponents, however, have 
gone full force into stressing the importance 
of AP classes as the core of a high school 
experience. 

At the beginning of a May issue of 
Newsweek magazine, the top 100 public 
high schools were ranked based upon the 
number of Advanced Placement and 
International Baccalaureate exams 
distributed to its students divided by the 
number that graduate. Neither Groves nor 
Seaholm cracked the top 100, but the 
International Academy in Bloomfield Hills, 
open to a few Birmingham students, ranked 
9th. Seaholm and Groves made it into the 
top 1000, with Seaholm 64-5th  behind Black 
River in Holland, Andover, Grosse Pointe, 
and Troy High, with Groves placing 8061 . 
Seaholm does offer ten m ore AP classes than 
the average eight, but still does not match 
the numbers of the top schools in the 
country. 

As the popularity ofAP tests and classes 
increases, more students, qualified or not, 
are plunging headlong into classes that in 

ton 

most Cases have a level of rigor that high 
school and Seaholm students do not know. 

This leap starts with a belief that 
students must take the courses or at least 
the tests. Students feel that they have the 
obligation to take AP exams before 
graduating to make it into the college of their 
choice, so they take the responsibility on 
themselves. "I hear that colleges only look 
at you from the AP tests that you send them, 
so if you don't pass the test they don't even 
see that you took the class in the first place.' 
This mindset puts more emphasis on doing 
well on an exam than doing well in the actual 
rigorous course. 

At Seaholm, some AP classes are 
restricted to students who have been on the 
honors track in that department. The 
Advanced Placement Physics class is 
reserved for students who took honors 
physics and consequently for most, only 
honors science dasses. The reasoning is that 
the class is prep for the Physics B exam. If 
the class were taught in anticipation of a 
different AP Physics exam more students 
could take the dass. 

Continued on Page 4 



The Highlander is not simply a forum for satirical nonsense! 

What are you going to be doing 

Over summer vacation? 

Sitting around 
and watching 
ESPN 8 (the 

ocho) all day." • 
-Rory Lincoln '06 

"Sleeping in/ 
hanging out with 
my friends because 
we'll all be leaving 
in the fall." 
-Jenny Boyer '06 

m looking forward 
to having as much 
fun as possible with 
my friends before we 
all leave for college.' 
-Sam Lewis '06 

'm excited for this 
sun-Mier because of 
the 'Pop-tarts-Pre-
sents American Idols 
Live' concert." 
-Mark Sheppel 06 

oMgsto Forest 

ls,,§W4411.1ing, 
seeing all the 

e4le.;'1 don't 
tiring school."' 

-Lauren clack '07 

"Being able to watch 
cartoons ever 
morning when 
wake up" 
-Kelly Peterson '07 

I'm looking forward 
to going out every 
night and being free 
from school and 
working during the 
day! Party on!" 
Spencer Schmale '07 
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Restructuring Seaholm High School Restructuring 
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To varying degrees, everyone is familiar with the Bible's 
creation story: God made the Earth in seven days. In reality, 
however, it dearly only took Him six days to make it, for 'He 
rested on the seventh day" (Genesis 2:2). 

Ancient scrolls dating back over 1,700 years were 
recently found in a burial cave in Karrara, Egypt, where the 
"Gospel of Judas" was found in 1970. These scrolls bring the 
familiar creation story into new light. 

In the beginning God made... a whole lot. And He saw 
that it was good. By the fifth day, however, funds were beginning 
to run low. So the Lord, in all of His wisdom, created a 

Restructuring Committee. On this Committee He placed all 
of his most trusted advisors and assorted random beings and 
entities. 

On the sixth day God created man, and the Restructuring 
Committee met. And Gabriel said, "let us ask for more 
money! And Satan replied, "There is no one to ask; we have to 
cut classes! And they repeated themselves a number of times. 
And in the end they decided to cut the seventh day of creation 
out of God's Intelligent Design. 

Before deciding on a course of action, the committee had 
considered a number of different "solutions" to the fiscal 
problems facing them, each one more ludicrous than the last. 
In the end, however, the committee discarded each idea. 

continued on Page 3 

Pho t Opinion, Highlander Editorial Staff 

When you open this issue of the 
Highlander, or any other issue for that 
matter, do us a favor and count the 
number of articles written. Not the 
number of features, or opinions, or. 
satires, but the actual number of real 
news articles worthy of m erit. Find any? 
It's no wonder that the Michigan 
Interscholastic Press Association 
(MIPA) has told us that the columns 
published in our newspaper are purely 
opinion-based and cannot truly be 
considered journalism. 

What is journalism? And what is 
happening to it? 

There is no shortage of journalism 
out there; in fact, many cite the new 
media writers—such as %loggers: or 
journalists who rely on the Internet to 
publish their editorials regarding 
breaking news—and the 24-hour news 
networks, as detrimental to 
contemporary society. It is no wonder, 
then, that more than 40% of those 
between the ages of 25-40 cannot claim 
loyalty to a political party; they are 
constantly bombarded with news flashes 
and pompous talking heads at all hours 
of the day, every day of the week, to tell 
them how to think so that when it comes 
down to it, they can't think for 
themselves. 

Any elementary school student 
could spit out a definition of what 
'journalism' means in its simplest terms. 
But just as a refresher, "journalism" is 
defined by The American Heritage 
Dictionary as "the style of writing 
characteristic of material in newspapers 
and magazines; consisting of direct  

presentation of facts or occurrencei 
with little attempt at analysis or 
interpretation! 

So... why do some writers feel that 
these guidelines need not apply when 
they market their work as "journalism'? 
Since when did opinion become news? 
Since when did the moderejournalist" 
begin to believe that we, the public, care 
what they think about the news? 

Modern journalism has become a 
decidedly egotistical occupation. It's 
easy to imagine the modern beatnik, 
pounding away at a high-powered laptop, 
sipping a pretentious herbal—though 
conspicuously corporate—giant mug of 
tea, and cackling over their own wit as 
they spout verbose criticisms of "the 
man" even as they, themselves, become 
the center beam of an unmoving society. 
They revel in what they believe to be 
"pulling the wool over' on their readers 
as they publish satires and personal 
anecdotes as the only readily available 
news. It has become a boys' club, 
whether a man oia woman engages in it, 
and the only way in is through sheer 
force. 

Lets make one thing dear: editorials 
are not articles. Features are not artides. 
Satires are not artides. Personal stories 
are not articles. Opinion columns are 
notartides. Fake stories are not artides. 
Complaints are not articles. Propaganda 
is not articles. 

Perhaps the increasing penchant for 
all of the above and more in publications 
is due to a rising desire for the business 
of others. Modern readers do want to 
know what others are thinking more 
than they want to hear straight fact.There 
is, however, an indelible line, that is  

crossed today. When vicious verbal abuse 
is the order of the day, or egotistical 
paragraphs that run on and on with the 
sole purpose of malting one's cirde of 
friends giggle over his/her prodigious 
wit and use of a thesaurus, the haughty 
writer is finally published in today's 

paper. 
Why is it that our student body—

the same student body that is acdaimed 
for being brilliant on countless 
standardized tests—is not even able to 
churn out one good news article? We 
are so wrapped up in ourselves that no 
one cares anymore. No one cares to take 
the initiative. No one cares to step out of 
the "box" and delve into a story. 

Perhaps it is just another strike 
against adolescents that we are unable 
to think about anything other than what 
immediately concerns us. Maybe it's not 
completely our fault. But in all honesty, 
we need to get over ourselves. 

MIPA specifically recognizes that it 
is not always the best literature students 
that write the best artides. So why aren't 
other kids contributing to the 
Highlander? Why has the existance of our 
newspaper, for example, come down to 
the crossword puzzle and articles that 
are just... blah. 

This is a call to action. It's time for 
Seaholm at large to step up and be bold-
- though it remains a mystery as to why 
writing a decent article for a high school 
newspaper requires special courage--
and help make this newspaper a 
publication that is no longer an 
embarrassment to our school.. 

This is not an article, though its only 
intention is to inform the reader of a 
newsworthy trend. 



Is 

I've gotta cut hack on the caffeine 

density, two major concerns for a 
growing population. While it takes 
calcium away from drinkers, caffeine 
adds aggravated insomnia, withdrawal 
headaches, shakiness and "increases 
stomach acid release. 

Caffeine has nearly the same acidity 
level as hydrochloric acid, the stuff that 
breaks down food in your stomach-The 
fact that coffee has around the same pH 
level of vinegar can make it detrimental 
to your health. 

Caffeine can reduce the amount of 
blood that flows to the brain over time 
with 1-2 cups of coffee. 

Ever generous caffeine also can 
cause- sickness and arthritis. While it 
seems that caffeine helps you manage 
your time better, it actually increases 
stress. The cause is the increase in 
heartrate and overacted brain function. 

The facts are simple and clear. In 
the end it's up to you to decide what is 
good for you. So who ended up being 
right before? You can decide. You just 
have to choose which is more important 
to you, a buzz or your health. 

In this school, caffeine is quite 
popular morning, noon and night.This 
is a major concern for the state and 
federal legistlature. In recent weeks, 
caffeine has become an imperative issue. 
The final decision has been made that 
starting in the 2006-2007 school year, 
some schools around the nation will no 
longer make soda available at school. 

Consider your options when you 
go to chose a beverage. How much do 
you really crave that extra lift during the 
day and do its consequences outweigh 
its benefits? It seems that with caffeine, 
it all comes down to moderation. Don't 
over-indulge! 

Anorexia, bulimia aranoia -r 
EricaVanDorn 
StaffVVriter 

Sure, we all wish we were superm ode!-
gorgeous, but some teens have taken this a 
step too far.Back in the 1950s, more 
curvaceous stars like Marilyn Monroe 
dominated the stage and the eptamy of 
beauty.The medium size was considered the 
most beautiful, as well as the most wanted. 

Now being beautiful is considered the 
same as being skin and bones. The problem 
is not that people in their teens and mid-
twenties want to be in shape, but they want 
to be beautiful. The problem starts as soon 
as they stop exercising and resort to eating 
disorders.The two most popular disorders 
are Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia Nervosa. 
Both diseases have similar symptoms, but 
can be distinguished by the eating habits of 
the individual. 

Anorexia is the eating disorder where a 
person will skip meals to lose weight. It can 
first start out as a diet, but later evolves into  

the removal of food almost completely. 
Bulimia, although similar to anorexia, is the 
disorder in which a person binges on meals 
and then throws the eaten food up afterward. 
It is the disease of binging and purging; 
people stuff themselves full, and then throw 
up or use laxatives after. Bulimia is a little 
less obvious because the lack of food in the 
body is not as clearly seen, and can easily be 
hidden. 

Both of these disorders come from the 
paranoia of being overweight. his not only a 
disease of the body, but a mental disease as 
well. No matter how much weight a person 
loses, when they have these eating disorders 
they imagine themselves as much larger in 
the mirror. Their minds convince them that 
they need to lose, more weight, even when 
they are becoming deathly thin. 

The most 'dangerous element of these 
diseases is the person's altered perception. 
They continue to lose weight until they have 
no more left to lose but they can't see the  

damage it has caused them. The risks of 
anorexia include heart, liver, kidney damage; 
anemia, which is a lack of red blood cells 
and swollen joints; malnutrition; and even 
death from lack of food. The common risks 
of bulimia include stomach and kidney 
damage, tooth decay, loss ofpotassium, heart 
problems, and even death. 

The general opinion regarding eating 
disorders is that they only affect girls. 
Although it is true that both anorexia and 
bulimia tend to mostly affect girls, 10% of 
the people with eating disorders are actually 
guys. Men with eating disorders tend to 
focus more on athletic appearance or 
success rather than just on looking thin  

Do these diseases seem irrelevant or 
completely far-fetched? Think again. 
Between 5 and 10 million people in the U.S. 
have some sort of eating disorder, and 
experts estimate that approximately 1% of 
American teens have one as well. Som e 
Seaholm students have admitted to falling  

victim to the pressures of `being 
beautiful' .Do you know someone with an 
eating disorder? It's critical to make sure 
that if you do know someone suffering from 
these disorders make sure to get them help 
as soon as possible. These diseases are real, 
affect real teens every day, and are deadly. 
The pyschological consequences are just as 
damaging as the physical ones. Recognizing 
the problem is the first step to helping 
sufferers overcome these disorders. 

Should people be competing 
with bees for the better buzz? 

udge Small Hammers Home 

Casey. Gerald° 
News Editor In-Training 

It's six o'clock on a Monday 
morning. Your alarm goes off as you 
groan, grumble and growl.Time for your 
morning coffer !You've gotten ready for 
school now. You walk into the building 
and head straight for the cafeteria.Your 
body is begging for it's daily addiction 
and you can begin to smell the rich 
aroma. The only way to make it through 
your morning classes is with more coffee 
or your choice of caffeinated soda, right? 

Once you get your soda, you stroll 
into first hour. Easy enough you think, "I 
can make it through the day now." By the 
end of first hour your, in full buzz with 
the intense amounts of caffeine you have 
taken in over the past fifty minutes. 

What you don't reali7e is that with 
your soda, you getmore wired than with 
that cup of coffee in the morning. Soda 
has a significant amount of sugar that is 
absent from that rich, dark, caffeine 
enriched beverage. 

For those who don't drink caffeine, 
they find these habits odd. Some may 
find these practices disgusting and 
disturbing. 

Caffeine can have its benefits. 
Caffeine is a stimulant that does just that, 
it stimulates. Caffeine has an invigorating 
effect on the mind and the body. 

According to a handbag.com  
article, caffeine has proven to increase 
mental activity and add energy to people 
who are tired or bored. 

Caffeine can reduce pain and 
increase efficiency with 3-4 cups daily. 
This caffeine has also shown, with high 
intake, to help the airways ofpeople with 
asthma. 

It is proven that with higher coffee 
intake, there is a lowered risk of colon 
cancer and theories suggest other 
cancers can be avoided as well. 

For those interested in "the new 
diet', caffeine speeds up metabolisms 
and, in moderation, can help you lose 
weight. 

Caffeine, unfortunately for the 
addicts, also has its negative impacts. In 
women, it is medically proven that 
caffeine takes away calcium and bone 

Ashley Sheeran 
Staff Writer 

Is being slapped on the wrist and told not 
to do something again due justice for theft, drunk 
driving, or drug possession? Judge Small came 
to our school to show us a real life testimonial 
as to how drugs and alcohol can lead to severe 
consequences. She is a Judge who presides in 
Oakland County's 48th district court, handing 
out punishment that he average person would 
not consider typical. As a Judge, she has 
jurisdiction over the lives of lawbreakers, to 
punish those who break the law in our area. 
Specifically Judge Small wanted to emphasize 
how those who use and abuse alcohol more 
often then not end up putting the lives of others 
a risk. 

Judge Small brought her court to our 
auditorium to we could witness areal life display 
of the consequences. 

One of the cases brought to our school 
involved a middle-aged man, prosecuted and 
found guilty of using a motor vehide under the 
influence of alcohol. The defendant argued that 
his blood alcohol level 0.08 based on two tests. 
0.08 was the result of a blood test, and 0.1 was 
the result of a Breathalyzer test. In an attempt 
to reduce the severity of his sentence, he argued 
that his blood alcohol level results of 0.08 were 
at the lower end of the legal limit. Five beers in 
two hours you be the judge. 

To the defendant's disfavor, other facts 
weighed more in his sentencing. The man 
expressed his severe repentance for his action 
and his realization of what was atrisk: the loss of 
face in the eyes of his 15 year old daughter, loss 
of profit to his business. These regrets did not 
wave one crucial fact, that he drove his car into 
a wall while intoxicated. With all the facts 

Restructuring continued from 

Page 2 
Before the sixth day of 

creation was over, the 
Restructuring Committee gave 
up and unanimously agreed to 
remove the creation portion 
from the seventh day. If only 
they had Dumbledore's advice 
from the fourth Harry Potter 
movie: "Dark and difficult 
times lie ahead, Harry. Soon 
you will have to make the 
choice between what is right, 
and what is easy." 

It's an easy decision simply 
to remove and discard, but if  

disclosed and at Judge Small's disposal, Small 
chose to incarcerate the man for 30 days as 
punishment. 

Judge Small believes light consequences 
are just a form of enabling those who suffer 
from alcoholism or drug addiction. One 
defendant had a history of probation after 
probation after probation for repeat crimes. 
Judge Small read them off and was amazed and 
the leniency of his sentences. She made it quite 
clear that these probations had not served him 
well, even in the light of his regret. Small believes 
a total life change is necessary. It's only severe 
punishment and personal suffering that create a 
change in behavior. 

Others might argue that the punishment 
doesn't fit these crimes. Alex Solomon argues, 
"Judge Small puts an over-dramatized, TV. show-
like presentation... she shouldn't lecture 
anyone." Timmy Palmer agrees, "Small is 
unnecessarily condescending," and states, 
"Parents drink and drive home all the time; they 
can handle themselves." 

But is this logical fallacy a good enough 
excuse for the friends and loved ones of those 
killed by drivers under the influence? I'm sure 
they don't think so. Small wants to get the 
message out: these deaths can be prevented. 
From the defendant's side, Small's punishments 
seem ruthless. But take a closer look. 
- A person whose judgment is clouded by 
alcohol and cannot make the obvious decision 
to whether to stay sober or not get behind the 
wheel has a serious problem .The risk is known. 
Is the drink that important? Small made the 
effort to make a positive impact on the decisions 
we make with real-life examples. 

Let's hope judge Small did not waste her 
time at our school. 

for that matter), we will never 

But let's not make the 
same mistake at Seaholm. 

the committee truly applied 
itself, there is no doubt that it 
could have originated some 
unexpected but nevertheless 
tangible and applicable 
solution to the problem at 
hand. 

As it is, we ended up with 
a flawed world: humans frolic 
aboutmultiplying everywhere; 
The Matrix was ruined by two 
sequels; 	duck-billed 
platypuses exist. 

What the world would 
have been like if God had had 
seven days to do the job right 
(or Dumbledore seven years, 



Summer vacat n. plans in full blocir 
Elyse Saretsky 
StaffVVriter 

As the blinding rays of the sun 
seep through your window around 
11:30 AM, forcing you to open 
your well rested eyes after many 
months of waking up early and 
feeling half asleep, you finally greet 
the day with a smile, 'mowing that 
there will be no stress. 

Instead of waking to the 
irritating beep of an alarm dock, 
you rise with ease to birds chirping. 
As you walk outside and feel the 
heat of the sun and the humid air 
penetrate your skin, it is dear that 
summer has arrived! 

With the school year ending, 
the thoughts in the minds of 
Seaholm students are of freedom, 
sun, and never ending weekends, 
usually referred to as summer 
break. The ability to forget about 
schoolwork for a few precious 
months and relax is an enticing 
concept to students and teachers 
alike. 

For all the hype that 
surrounds summer, how are 
Seaholm students actually  

planning to spend their few 
months basking in euphoric bliss? 
Certainly everyone has a different 
image of their ideal vacation, 
whether it be hanging out with 
friends by the pool, making extra 
money for the upcoming school 
year, or fleeing the city altogether 
in hopes of new experiences. 

To gain perspective on how 
students are spending their 
summers, I enlisted the help of a 
few of my fellow classmates. 
Sophomore Lauren Mondry 
explains, "I like spending my 
summers taking adventures away 
from home." This summer Lauren 
will be taking a trip to Alaska to 
perform community service, 
requiring a hard hat. She will 
construct houses and buildings tos 
help others. She will further 
challenge herself physically by 
taking hikes into the pristine 
Alaskan mountains, appreciating 
nature's beauty. L- 

Nature has an understandable 
appeal to other kids during the 
summer. This is why some kids 
choose to spend their time at 
camps that are more isolated from 
certain distractions. Personally, I  

have spent many summers at 
Tam akwa, an overnight camp in 
Algonquin Provincial Park, 
Canada. Being in a completely 
natural setting involved in activities 
such as canoeing, kayaking, sailing, 
windsurfing and taking camping 
trips, and are not easy things to do 
with all the hustle and bustle of 
city life. 

Dipping her feet in the salty 
waters of the Dead Sea in Israel is 
what sophomore Hadas Corey will 
be partaking in this summer. Her 
vacation, known as a "Teen 
Mission,' includes teenagers from 
across the country and aims to 
teach Israel's rich culture and 
history. 

The kids on the trip will get a 
glimpse into life for some Israelis 
by working on a farming 
community known as a Kibbutz. 
The group will also visit sights 
such as the Wailing (or Western) 
Wall, a sacred spot where many 
pray, to see the daily impact of 
religion. 

Certainly there is a lotto learn 
from this trip, and all the 
participants will be able to come 
back telling stories of their  

journey.While these trips sound 
most enriching, some students do 
not have to go as far as Alaska or 
Israel to have a meaningful 
summer. 

Senior Sam Lewis has spent 
past summers working with autistic 
young adults in a school setting. 
This year she will continue to work 
with peers at Brookside Day Camp 
as a counselor. Working at 
children's day camps or in school 
programs for a summer allows 
students to connect with and build 
bonds with all types of people, 
which is an experience they miss 
during the school year. 

While many of us are enjoying 
the luxuries of summer, the 
athletes of Seaholm who compete 
in the fall season are working hard 
to prepare for try outs. Sophomore 
Alyssa Tropea keeps plenty busy 
in the summer on the tennis court 
and running around the softball 
diamond. 

She 	concentrates 	on 
perfecting her forehand and 
backhand shots to get ready to try 
out for Seaholm's tennis team, and 
plays travel softball to maintain her 
technique for the upcoming spring  

softball season.When the summer 
heat in Michigan just gets too 
unbearable, the only thing to do is 
to take a swim in a cool and 
refreshing pool. For the many of 
us who do not have our own pools, 
swim clubs and country dubs are 
a Great alternative. 

Freshman Anya Cekauskas 
spends her summers playing 
volleyball, and escaping the heat 
by hanging out with her friends at 
Forest Hills Swim Club, a popular 
place among Seaholm families. 

As seen here, diverse summer 
plans are in store for the students 
of Seaholm. Regardless of the 
destination, whether it be trekking 
through unmarked territory of 
Alaska, enjoying the simplicity of 
nature, plowing through foreign 
farmland, building new 
friendships, keeping the 
competitive spirit alive, or hanging 
out at "the club," what is common 
to all is that summer is a time to 
have fun, and let go of academic 
responsibilities. 

Wherever your summer 
plans lead you, seize the day! Do 
what you love, and love what you 
do. Happy summer! 

Girls' gang captivates and causes alarm 
Matt Gulley 
StaffWriter 

There's an ultra-chic group that roams 
the Seaholm hallways. They command 
attention wherever they go.Yoting, sexy, with 
chronically slurred speech, they are 'mown as 
TeamFRANK. FRANK being shorthand for 
Frankenberry Cereal, TeamFRANK have no 
qualmts about their affinity for the monster-
them ed high-sugar breakfast cereals produced 
by General Mills. Yes, it would seem that in 
this day and age of public health warnings 
against the consumption ofhigh-fructose corn 
syrup, especially by the underage, that such a 
group would practice a little restraint and 
secrecy. 

This, obviously, is not the _case. 
TeamFRANK not only holds Frankenberry-
themed parties, but also embraces all things 
FRANK, from plush dolls of the Frankenberry 
mascot (Franken Berry) to ritualistic viewing 
of the short-lived animated spin-off show 
“Franken Berry and Friends" (3 episodes exist). 

What do school administrators think of 
this startling trend? 

"Frankly," said Assistant Principal Jamii 
Hitchcock, pausing to savor her clever pun, "I 
think that this gang of young women represent 
a new and frightening set of self-destructive 
behavior. Have they read the caloric levels and 
absolute lack of nutritional value of this 
product? Have they heard of the freshmen 15?" 

Why such worship over a cereal brand? 
Experts point to strawberry-flavored corn 
cereal bits and marshmallows that have been 
described as "intoxicatingly delicious" and 
prone to make one "extremely sloppy with 
delight." 

One disturbing facet of the Team.FRANK 
phenomenon is the internet-related postings 
of its members. Indeed, in a profile titled 
"FRANK 4 LYFE" on the popular Internet 
photo-sharing community siteWebslaots.com, 
underage girls can be seen literally gorging 
themselves with the cereal, spooning 
mouthfuls of nothing but marshmallows and  

chugging the pink milk in a series of 
provocative poses. 

"Imagine," said local resident Sal Goldstein 
"You raise your kids in a good household, 
plenty of Cheerios and Quaker Oatmeal, and 
then you -go online and see something like 
this. Darn this modern day Gomorroh! Darn 
you for what you've done to my little princess, 
you monster, Frankenberry." 

At the PTA meeting, Seaholm parents 
from Birmingham, Bloomfield Hills, andTroy 
all gathered to voice their complaints. 

"Our girls are literally dependant on the 
stuff!" 

"Yea! My daughter says she can't have fun 
without it." 

"My little darling got caught stealing the 
sniff from Kroger's!" 

"Our little angel has two M.I.P.O.F.'s" 
(Minor in possession of Frankenberry) 

"This can't be our fault'? 
"Notpossible! How can our children have 

problems when we give them everything they 
want?" 

"Sue the schools!" 
"Kill the monster!" 
What?' 

"The Frankenberry monster! He's the one. 
Kill the monster!" 

"Everyone get your RangeRovers started; 
we're going to Frankenberry castle." 

At this point, irate parents produced a 
surreal number of torches and pitchforks and 
broke into a well-orchestrated and highly 
choreographed song and dance routine, 
touching on themes of the,monster's 
inhumanity and the appealing frenzy of mob 
justice. 

Despite the cries and pleas of m ercy from 
the members of teamFRANK, a caravan of 
range rovers rioted up the winding slopes of 
Birmingham Mountain, where Frankenberry 
castle was perched under the glow of a Red 
October Moon. Using a battering ram of 
iPODS and defunct Blackberry Pagers, the 
PTA members broke through the giant 
wooden-door and searched the estate for the  

elusive monster." 'Tim he goes. I found 'em!" 
said one Stanford-educated Birmingham 
lawyer, reverting to 17th century peasant 
dialect in the heat of the moment. The angry 
mob, clothed in Dockers and professional 
white button-ups tucked into their pants, 
cornered Franken Berry in the mansion's 
basement. As they encroached on him, the 
wails of TeamFRANK could be heard in the 
background. 

As the monster panicked, he lunged at 
the crowd, blocking several over. At this point 
the mob dispersed and fled, but not before 
dropping their torches and setting the ancient 
mansion/castle ablaze. The parents had come 
with good intentions, but had left with the 
blood of broken berries on their hands, 
Frankenberries. TeamFRANK could not be 
reached for comment, but rumor has it that 
they will be now known as 
TeamFRENCHTOASTCRUNCH. 

AP testing continued from page I 

Even as students mature 
within  traditional English and 
retire from honors dasses they are 
left with only the decision of 
regular elective classes or the two 
possible AP classes slated for 
seniors. Some want to challenge 
themselves and inflate their GPA 
accordingly, but don't feel 
qualified to take a demanding AP 
course. The same is seen in the 
history department past 9th  grade. 
"There are kids who want a 
challenge but don't think they can 
survive AP, so where does that 
leave them?" asks Bigelow. The 
problem appears to be that there 
is no money to create these honors 
classes, so students are left at one 
of the many crossroads they face 
inliigh school.Those students that 
do decide to commit themselves 
to days of testing are feeling some 
type of demand, but ultimately 
demand nonetheless. "Mostly I 
feel pressure from other students 
who are working so hard at 
studying. It almost feels like a 
competition," Nolte comments of 
the upcoming days until her exam, 
but she still seems to lmow where 
her priorities lie. "AP American 
History has definitely helped me 
hone my procrastination skills. I 
ask of the AP, why study when you 
could play an intense game of 
minesweeper?" 

At Seaholra, despite student 
complaints in April and May and 
the increased playing of 
minesweeper, the school boasts 
that 81% of the students receive a 
3 or above on AP exams. The 
impressive statistic may seem to 
ease the worries of some, but the 
school seems to be heading down 
the path with the rest of the nation 
into Advanced Placement oblivion, 
soon providing just as many 
headaches from the significance of 
numbers 1-5 as joys from sparkling 
transcripts. 
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By Christina Vallianatos 

Managing Editor o' Fun 

Every Tuesday, Thursday, and Sunday 
night, thousands of people all over the 

, country get comfortable in front of the TV 
and prepare themselves for an hour filled 
with high-paced action, incredibly gory 
scenes, and countless acronyms sure to fly 
over the heads of inexperienced viewers. 
Terms such as "GSW", "DNR", and "DOA" 
have made their way into most American 
homes and become more than  just doctor-
lingo. Television viewers have reached a new 
threshold of tolerance as we calmly watch 
graphic injury scenes race across the screen 
without so much as a twitch or nauseous 
sensation. It turns out that these medical 
shows are just what the doctor ordered for 
millions ofTV viewers. 

Medical-based television shows like ER, 
House, and Grey's Anatomy are sweeping the 
nation. Even the daytime circuithas the over-
dramatic soap opera General Hospital, while 
the prime-time sitcom Scrubs offers a 
humorous spin on the medical world. 

What is the appeal in watching people 
in white lab coats scramble around someone 
covered in an insane amount of blood yelling 
a bunch of nonsensical medical terms that 
you barely have enough time to process, let 
alone understand?You would think that once 
you've seen one doctor show, you've seen 
them all. Yet the truth of the matter is that 
though every show is indeed in the same 
"medical drama" category, each one is unique 
in its own way and has something distinct to 
offer. 

ER, ori—e of prime-time's most popular 
medical shows, is in its 12th season and, 
though a lot of familiar faces have come and 
gone, it proudly holds the title of NBC's #1 
drama. Created and produced byJurassic Park  

author Michael Crichton, the show centers 
on the chaotic lives of the medical personnel 
in Chicago's County General Hospital. 
Through the years, devoted viewers feel as 
though they have grown with the cast, 
remembering Carter's first years as an 
attending, Dr. Green's last day in the ER, 
and Abby 
becoming a 
doctor. 
Having been 
on the air for 
so long, ER 
holds 	a 
special place 
in 	many 
people's 
h earts, 
especially 
sophomore 
E mily 
Maceachern, 
w h 
confesses 
that ER is her 
favorite 
program. "It's 
so realistic 
and fascinating to watch," adds Emily. 

Though House is generally seen as the 
"Indie" show of the medical drama realm, 
British-actor Hugh Laurie and cast have 
acquired quite a large following since the 
show's premiere on FOX in November of 
2004. Called "the cure for the common 
medical drama", House follows the daily 
rounds of Dr. Gregory House, whose 
unrelenting sarcasm permeates the 
television screen and enraptures audiences 
everywhere. Laurie masters his role as the 
cynical, no-nonsense doctor House severely 
lacking in bedside manner whose brutal 
honesty borders on cruelty. Nevertheless,  

the scruffy, morphine-popping doctor 
manages to pull on the heartstrings of 
viewers to evoke sympathy, even admiration. 

Each episode is a race against the dock 
as expert diagnostician House, along with 
his expertteam, try to diagnose their patient 
in a 60-minute, trial-and-error method. 

Though 
acerbic Dr. 
House may 
ha v e 
unconventional 
methods, 
"[he] 	is 
brilliant,' 
observes 
David Cook, 
junior. "He 
defies every 
preconceived 
medical 
notion." 

Another 
Tuesday night 
favorite is 
NBC's 
comedy 
Scrubs, now in 
its 5th  season. 

Garden State's Zach Braff stars as medical 
resident J.D. who, in his witty voice-over 
narration, details the unpredictable and 
bizarre occurrences at Sacred Heart 
Hospital. Strange patients and quirky staff 
members — including J.D.'s nemesis, the 
crazy hospital janitor (Neil Flynn) — along 
with a comic plot give an endless array of 
humor to the show and provide viewers with 
a droll satire of the medical world. 

ABC's new hit drama Grey's Anatomy 
instantly became a nation-wide favorite after 
the pilot episode aired in late March of last 
year. The show chronicles the inner  

-workings of the Seattle Grace . 
where remarkably good-looldni, 
and interns make hectic 24-ho..- 
seem glamorous and life-anc- 
decisions look effortless. 

Despite its last-minute start and 
mere 9 episodes of its first season, the show 
came out surprisingly strong and novila oasts 
an incredibly large fan group. The young, 
realistic characters, dever plot lines, and 
compelling medical cases captivated 
audiences everywhere. Viewers were 
especially hooked on the 'secret' 
relationship between resident doctor Derek 
“NlcDreamy" Shepherd (Patrick Dempsey) 
and intern Meredith Grey (Ellen Pompeo), 
and were left completely sttumed by the 
appearance of Derek's wife in the cliffhanger 
season finale last spring. Season 2 began in 
the fall of last year, relieving devoted fans 
after an agonizing summer of waiting. An 
awkward vet animated love-triangle in place, 
the second season has earned the show much 
popularity and continues to attract viewers. 

Maybe we like watching others deal 
with the serious dramas of life like in ER, or 
perhaps it's the amusing melodrama 
amongst the young interns on Grey's Anatomy 
to which we feel we can mildly relate. It 
could be that we enjoy the satire of Scrubs, 
or that we actually have a soft spot in our 
hearts for even the most cynical of people, 
taking pleasure in other people's pain just 
like Dr. House. 

The bottom line is that, just like any other 
TV show, the medical dramas all offer an 
escape from reality. We can live vicariously 
through the dynamic lives of the interns on 
Grey's Anatomy, find laughter in the quirky 
hilarity of Scrubs, and appease our cynical 
side by watching House verbally abuse his 
patients. What more could the doctor 
order? 

McRenzieTaylor.  
StaffWriter 

Upon the release of his hit 
single, Daniel Powter has had 
anything but a bad day. Immediately 
grabbing audiences, Daniel 
Powter's Bad Day continues to hold 
its number one spot on Billboard's 
Hot 100 List -even after eleven 
weeks. Chosen well over one 
million times on popular iTunes 
Music Store, Bad Day can be found 
playing on iPods everywhere to 
listeners of all ages. The single can 
even be heard each week on 
television's American Idol as the exit 
music when a contestant is sent 
home; this weekly advertisement 
has helped to keep the song 
popular. 

Born and raised in Canada, 
Daniel Powter writes his own music 
and plays the piano for each track. 
Overall, his self-titled album, Daniel 
Powter, will become addictive as 
listeners are caught up in his catchy 
songs. 

While Powter's music would 
seem to be a mix of upbeat music 
and uplifting lyrics, listeners are 
wrong. Even though Powter's_ 
music has a buoyant tempo, his 
lyrics are very cynical and, quite 
frankly, depressing. Powter has 
used his bubbly beat to hook 
listeners while really broadcasting 
dark messages about life, love, and 
even him  self 

For instance, in his song "Free 
Loop" a misled man suggests that 
he and a woman each cheat on their 
partners. Pessimism is again 
expressed in his song "Jimmy Gets 
High" where a boy, Jimmy, gets high, 
feeling the need to escape because 
he is misunderstood. These, as well 
as his other songs, including 
"Styrofoam", his self-portrait, are 
mostly gloomy words of insight. 

Despite the cynicism of the 
lyrics, the fun tempos allow for an 
excellent first release and Powter 
shows great promise for the future. 
His 'edgy pop' album has done very 
well, rating high on charts around 
the world. Powter's album can be 
heard over and over again; it is the 
perfect mix of upbeat and mellow; 
his charming voice can be played 
anytime. 

g But a "I' ad Day" 
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Missing in Action 

A mother and her 
freshman on, who had 
bloodshot eyes, argued over 
his allowance last Friday. The 
freshman, whose pupils were 
dilated, said the fifty dollars a 
week his mother normally gives 
him is a sufficient middle-
school allowance but does not 
cover a high school student's 
manifold needs. 

Citing reasons such as 
"movies, cds, hemp necklaces, 
and stuff like that," the 
freshman, who at times giggled 
uncontrollably at an unknown 
joke, asked for a twenty dollar 
a week increase. Although she 
initially demurred, the mother, 
feeling sorry for her son 
because his grades have been 
slipping since he entered high 
school, agreed. 

"He has had rough 
transition into high school. In 
middle school, he got straight 
A's, but now he is a C student. 
He told me that to handle the 
new stress he was going to quit 
his sports, but even after he 
quit, if anything, his grades 
dropped. I know how hard it 
must be for him." 

Even though high school 
may have induced an academic 
thrombosis, certain subjects 
still hold the freshman's 
interest. While he normally 
"spaces out" in biology, last 
Tuesday, upon hearing the word 
"hydroponics," the freshman 
pulled out a pencil and paper, 
straightened up in his seat, and 
meticulously took notes until 
he jusetotally lost his train of 
thought." 

Last Sunday, after 
contracting food poisoning 
from spoiled milk at a 
sleepover at a friend's house, 
the freshman spent the day 
vomiting and was unable to do 
any homework; it was the 
fourth time the freshman 
contracted food poisoning this 
month. "I have no clue why I 
drank that milk" explained the 
freshman to his mother while 
violently regurgitating bile. "I 
should have learned my lesson 
last weekend." 

Despite this deleterious 
incident, the freshman, who 
next year will suffer from 
massive weight loss, insomnia, 
and bloody noses, has  

experienced other maladies. 
"He's always getting headaches. 
Maybe it's from all that incense 
he always burns" explained his 
mother. However, the 
freshman, while voraciously 
devouring a bag of Doritos, 
denied his mother's conjecture 
and said he gets stress 
headaches because his mother 
is "always on his case." 

The mother, who has  been 
incessantly told by her son to 
" re sp e ct his privacy," no longer 
goes into his room and 
occasionally leaves the house 
when her son has friends over 
because she understands that 
her teenage son needs some 
"alone time with his friends." 
Two weeks ago, when her son 
invited over three friends that 
shaie his affinity for Bob 
Marley's music, her son asked 
her to go out and buy some Hot 
Pocket Sandwiches, which she 
soon learned are only found"in 
that Costco, like, half an hour 
away." Buffeted by accusations 
of being a "mega-Nazi,' she 
consented. As she was about 
to leave the house, her son 
reminded her to take her cell 
phone and to call him as soon 
as she reached Costco so he 
could know she made it there 
safely. Touched, she picked up 
the phone and left with 

alacrig.n her return trip, 
remembering that she forgot 
to call her son when at Costco, 
she called him and told him 
that she was four minutes from 
home. Her son, upon receiving 
the news, impetuously uttered 
an explicative to his friends. 
Although 	she 	was 
disappointed to hear her son 
use such sordid vocabulary, she 
said "That's the least of my 
worries. I'm glad to have such 
a great son. He may not be the 
best student, but he's street 
smart; some kids his age are 
drinking and smoking pot." 
Pausing a moment, the mother 
grew pensive and said, "He was 
probably swearing because I 
forget to pick something up at 
Costco... Come to think of it, 
last weekend, while my 
husband and I were out of 
town, the dog'knocked over 
two tins of paint thinner. I 
probably need to go back to 
Costco. I hope my son doesn't 
mind having me out of the 
house for another hour: 

gr) 

y or should tLy go? Should they .s 
ordanKrist.opik 

Editor-to-be 
On April 10t1 , tens of thousands of immigrants 

protested their rights, and the rights of illegal immigrants, 
in over 100 cities.The demonstrators and their supporters 
called for legal status and citizenship for illegal 
immigrants. The sudden rise in the immigration fiasco 
has been a long time coming. 

For years, illegal immigrants have been forced to 
suffer under the most grueling work conditions, for just 
minimum wage.They have suffered severe discrimination 
in all forms, and finally, they have out-lashed and shown 
their anger, peacefully. 

But others may disagree. If they are indeed illegal 
immigrants, why should they deserve American rights? 
Why should they take legal citizens' jobs in a time of a 
suffering American economy? Examining both sides of 
this-issue exposes a historical, truly American battle, in 
which the world's greatest "melting pot" reveals its 
greatest flaw: who gets to be an Am erican? 

Studies show that there are over 11 million illegal 
immigrants residing here 
in the United States, 
prominently 	from 
Mexico and other Latin 
American countries. 
Even while some people 
frown upon the plethora 
of foreigners here, 
immigrants 	are 
ultimately good for the 
American economy. 
Immigrant lab or is a _drag 
on wage growth, thus 
keeping a lid on inflation 
and interest rates. As a 
result, prices for goods 
and services are lower, 
and atizens  can  purchase 
more. Immigrants are 
consumers too and some 
80% of what 
undocumented workers earn in the U.S. stays in this 
country. 

Workers coming to a better life in America always 
will accept the lowest-paying labor jobs available. In fact, 
according to The New York Times, illegal immigrants 
make up 5% of the American workforce. Immigrants 
have been accused of taking American jobs, but the jobs 
they take are hardly one that the average Am erican citizen 
would take anyway. Immigrants are most frequently found 
working in fishing, farming, and forestry. In actuality, they 
make up 24% of these industries. 

Immigrants contribute $10 billion to the United 
States economy each year. In 1997, immigrant households 
paid $133 billion in direct taxes to the United States 
federal, state, and local governments. Immigrants and 
their families pay $80,000 more in taxes than they use in 
any services, over the course of their lifetimes. 

By recognizing the growing Latino population in the 
Midwest, studies show that the community is binding 
together, despite the current national belief that the 
country would be better off without immigrants. "They 
came to fill important jobs in the community and work, 
and people in our world respect hard workers," said 
Donald D. Stull, an anthropologist at the University of 
Kansas  who has studied the demographic changes across 
the region. 

However, many disagree. Immigrants have been 
causing major hindrances on American citizens' lives. 
While some immigrants do work unwanted jobs for low 
wages, it is also true that immigrants are taking American 
jobs. In the suffering United States economy, true citizens 
should be the people who work. 

Over population is another concern. A major 
contributor to the United States' high standard of living 
is low population and a low birth rate. Uneducated 
immigrants are unaware of the repercussions of having 
large families, and little or no income-. Some citizens fear 
we are on the same path as China or India. Illegal 
immigration has risen 185% since 1992. The extreme 
idea of losing the southwest to Mexico is now even a 
possibility. A radical Hispanic movement's dream to retake 
the southwestern United States is becoming a reality with 
the aid of Mexican and U.S. policies, according to some 
immigration watchers. A massive.  influx of illegal  

immigrants is" importing poverty" and growing an ethnic 
community with greater loyalty to Mexico than the U.S., 
states Glenn Spencer, president of Voices of Citizens 
Together, a California-based non-profit group. 

The American people have reacted in different ways. 
While some just want the immigrants gone, others have 
plans to develop elaborate visas, with all sorts of 
contingencies. According to The New York Times, the 
trends vary greatly. College graduates believe that 
immigrants "strengthen our community with their hard 
work and talent," while adults with a high school diploma 
(or less) believe the opposite:" ... they take jobs, housing, 
and health care." 

On the whole, Americans are extremely harsh 
towards illegal immigrants. According to a TEVIE survey, 
illegal immigrants should notbe allowed to obtain driver's 
licenses, attend public schools, or even be on food 
stamps. In fact, more than half of Americans believe the 
country would be better off without them. 

On the contrary, another survey shows that 72% of 
Americans would like to 
introduce a visa program. 
They, believe the 
government should allow 
illegal immigrants to get 
temporary work visas so 
the government can track 
them, and allow them to 
earn a permanent 
residence after six years. 
But only if they learn 
English, pay a fine, pay 
back taxes, and have no 
criminal record. This 
option opposes shutting 
out immigrants all 
together. 

What is the 
government doing about 
this problem? Eighty-two 
percent ofAmericans feel 

they aren't doing enough. They are first considering a 
security fence to run along the 2000 mile long Mexico-
United States border. However, this is time consuming, 
expensive, and most likely ineffective. Small ideas of using 
military force at the borders, as well as forcing all 
immigrants back to their home country have been tossed 
around. 

Enforcement of illegal immigration has fluctuated 
over the years. Border patrol agents at the United States-
Mexico border have risen 179% since 1992. However, 
punishing actions against businesses that employ illegal 
immigrants have dropped severely. In 1992 there were 
nearly 1500 fines to businesses, but by 2004, there were 
only 3, despite the large increase in illegal immigrant 
population. 

• Legislature for immigration is in the process of being 
passed. During the second week o fApril, The Immigration 
Bill was turned down due to bickering on procedural 
grounds, but the Democratic and Republican senate 
leaders will work together in order to have the bill passed 
by Memorial Day. However the compromise, which 
includes provisions for border security, a guest worker 
program and options for citizenship, could have some 
opposition in the House. 

Representative John A. Boehner (Ohio) said that he 
opposed the Senate legislation, which would put a vast 
majority of illegal immigrants on a path to citizenship. "I 
don't think that would be supported by the American 
people," Mr. Boehner said of the Senate bill while speaking 

-with reporters. 
President Bush disagrees- while he does want the 

11 million immigrants to become citizens, he feels that 
the American people will greatly benefit from it, for it 
would improve the distressed economy. He hopes the 
bill passes. 

Immigration laws in the I Inited States have truly hit a 
boiling point. This problem will divide America for years 
to come, despite the hard work that many people put 
into finding a solution. Every individual has their own 
views on how the United States should tackle the 
problem, in order to become the "land of immigrants" 
we once were. America is no longer the team or the well-
oiled machine it used to be. It is instead a land of people 

arguing, judging, and criticizing. 



Congratulations to the graduating Seniors of The Highlander Staff. To the other half of the primarily sopho-
more staff, we with you the best of luck next year continuing our tradition of mediocrity at its best. 
Name: Jenna 
Marie Weeks.  
Date of Birth: 
October 7th, 
1987 
Birthplace: 
Chicago, IL 
Favorite 
Newspaper 
memory: 
Teaching the 
sophomores 
how to use 
PageMaker... at 
least trying to teach them.. .and then realizing they 
will be switching in InDesign next year anyway. 
Favorite flavor of ice cream: Campfire S'mores 
Favorite TV shows: House and Family Guy 
Favorite Teachers: Moten, Shaheen, Mayman, 
Ruedisueli, Ponch, and Wang 
Where are you going to college? University of 
Michigan 
What will you major in? College 
What will you miss most about Seaholm? The 
Highlander, of course! 
What are you summer plans? Working every 
hour of the day in order to get out of the mass debt 
I've acquired while living in Birmingham. 
ErnestW. Seaholm, hot or not? Smokin' hot! 
If you were a clock what time would you be? 
2:50pm 

Name: Erin 
Page ThorsF 
Date of Birth: 
October 20th, 
1987 
Birthplace: 
Birmingham, MI 
Favorite 
Newspaper 
memory: When 
we didn't have 
enough money 
to buy pizza, and 
paid the guy in 
pennies 
Favorite flavor of ice cream: Hot Fudge Cream 
Puff 
Favorite TV show: Lost and House 

. Favorite Teacher: All of them are too amazing to 
pick just one! 
Where are you going to college? University of 
Michigan 
What will you major in? Political Science. 
What will you miss most about Seaholm? Its 
sweetness. 
What are you summer plans? Working! 
ErnestW. Seaholm, hot or not? As hot as it gets! 
If you were a clock what time would you be? 
6:41. 

Name: Christina 
N. Vallianatos 
Date of Birth: 
February 16th, 
1988 
Birthplace: D-
troit, MI 
Favorite 
Newspaper 
memory: Using 
the newspaper 
budget to get PF 
Chang's for 
dinner...mmm 
Favorite flavor of ice cream: Anything with 
chocolate... lots and lots of chocolate. 
Favorite TV shows: Grey's Anatomy, House 
Favorite Teachers: I can't choose, there are too 
many! 
Where are you going to college? University of 
Michigan, Ann Arbor 
What will you major in? Life... and Biology 
What will you miss most about Seaholm? Um, 
everything! 
What are you summer plans? Hanging out at 
my pool with Erin, wishing we were at newspaper. 
Ernest W. Seaholm, hot or not? Totally smoldn' 
If you were a clock what time would you be? 
12:34am 

Name: Ashton 
Elizabeth Wood 
Date of Birth: 
April 30th, 1988 
Birthplace: 
Troy, MI . 
Favorite 
Newspaper 
memory: 
Actually getting 
to talk to John 
Blahnik... he's 
like really 
popular. 
Favorite flavor of ice cream: Chocolate. 
Favorite TV shows: Grey's Anatomy, The OC 
Favorite Teachers: Mr. Drager 
Where are you going to college? Miami 
University 
What will you major in? Pre-Law/Journalism/ 
Criminology 
What will you miss most about Seaholm? 
Terry Piper 
What are you summer plans? Partying. You 
know. 
ErnestW. Seaholm, hot or not? I 'm not a big 
fan 
If you were a clock what time would you be? 
4:44- pm 

Name: Jonathon 
J. Blahnik 
Date of Birth: 
April 1st, 1988 
Birthplace: 
The hospital. 
Favorite 
Newspaper 
memory: That 
time when I 
didn't show up... 
oh, wait... 
Favorite flavor 
of ice cream: 
Chocolate truffle with strawberry souffle. 
Favorite TV shows: Dr. 90210, Charlie Rose. 
Favorite Teachers: Aristotle, Plato, Dante, 
Voltaire, Shakespeare, Melville, Elizabeth Barrett 
Where are you going to college? U-Penn, 
Philadelphia, PA 
What will you major in? Newspaper. 
What will you miss most about Seaholm? The 
Highlander. 
What are you summer plans? Hanging out at 
Qdoba, looking upwords at Thesaurus.com. 
ErnestW. Seaholm, hot or not? Positively 
thermogenic. 
If you were a clock what time would you be? 
The witching hour. 

Get the highest quality driving instruction - 
without the wait. 

Top Driver classes are forming NOW! 

Our industry-leading program includes: 

• Progress reports after each behind-the-wheel lesson 

• Flexible scheduling 

• Flexible payment plans 
	

*nark 

Top Driver.., we value your safety. 

Learn more at TopDriver.com  

or call us at 1-800-DRIVER-ED 

.9474)114frzty, 

Dear Seniors: Jenna, Christina, Erin, Ashton, 

John, we will miss you dreadfully! FORTI NI- 

HIL DIFFICILIUS, From those who remain! 



2eatit Nth Equie Grimmest - woo islOseerossaord.com  

Across 

	

1. 	Senior author "signing-off" with final words of wisdom. 

	

4. 	Event seniors will experience on June 4th. 

	

6. 	Nickname for hearth rob doctor on Grey's Anatomy. 

	

9. 	Coffee has the same pH level as this tart liquid, often found in salad dressings. 

	

11. 	Seaholm took 	place overall at the State forensics tournament. 

	

13. 	The only land mammal that is unable to jump. 
15. Hugh Laurie plays this morphine-addicted doctor. 
16. What the red-eyed freshman wants more of. 

	

19. 	Next year, returning students will really miss these kids. 

	

21. 	Best Editor-in-chief a school newspaper could ever have! 
24. The online database founded in 2004 that most Seniors will spend many hours perusing this summer. 
25. Number of senior editors on the Highlander staff. 
28. Favorite local restaurant specializing in delicious pies that recently closed. 
29. The greatest school newspaper ever! 
30. The "number one" theme o f our yearbook this year. 
31. Deadly eating disorder that is also a mental disorder, affecting males as well as females. 
32. What the R stands for in DNR, a common acronym used in medical-based dramas. 

Down 

2. Common stimulant found in most students' beverages. 
3. A problem at Seaholm, especially in the bathrooms. 

	

5. 	"Bad Day" singer. 
7. Erstwhile Birmingham mayor of old. 
8. The last episode offV shows in May before going on haitus for the summer. 

	

10. 	Seize the day. 

	

12. 	Two beavers starred in this quirky but much-loved Nickelodeon cartoon ofthe '90s. 

	

14. 	British actor that plays FOX'S cynical American doctor. 
17. The official name of our beloved Seaholm Choir. 
18. Everyone's favorite May exams, usually held atTemple Beth El. 

	

20. 	An illegal act that has become a greater issue in the past year for the US. 
22. Students' favorite season. 
23. Spirited and self-centered senior editor who writes wild, random, and unbelievably annoying articles. 
26. Former Seaholm forensicator, now a bigshot doctor on ER. 
27. Cold state to which many will travel this summer. Also the largest state in the US. 
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